
Cleethorpes Premier 
Inn and Brewers 
Fayre - working with 
applicators for a 
fantastic finish

A COMPLETE FACADE SOLUTION
The £8million Premier Inn development in the 
seaside resort of Cleethorpes offers 60 rooms and 
includes a Brewers Fayre restaurant. Sited on the 
estuary of the Humber just 300m from the North 
Sea, this development needed a robust, highly 
water resistant facade. 

SAS Europe worked closely with applicators 
ARH Tucker, providing ProRend Colour render, a 
premium silicone monocouche render. Whitbread, 

the client, chose two colours from our range of 16 
standard colours.

Kimberley from ARH Tucker said:

We were only too happy to specify ProRend 
Colour premium silicone monocouche render 
as the external render for the new Premier 
Inn Cleethorpes contract. We have found it 
to be very user friendly, it can be sprayed or 
hand applied so there is no need to consider 
purchasing two different grades. This makes it 
adaptable should situations change on site.

The majority of elevations were of block and so 
sprayed with ProRend Colour render, but the 
parapets were timber and clad with render carrier 
board. SAS Europe provided a silicone thin coat 
render, ProRend Colourtex in matching colours for 
these sections. 

Due to the range of the SAS render products 
available and the technical team on hand, we 
were able to overcome with ease the difficulty 
of different substrates on the Premier Inn, 
ensuring that we maintained the same render 
colour finish over the whole envelope of the 
building.
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Premier Inn with ProRend Colour render
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PROREND RANGE FOR A COMPLETE 
SOLUTION 
Due to the different substrates used in 
construction, two different renders from 
the ProRend range were used to provide 
a complete, water-resisting finish. 
Colourtex render, used on sections 
of the roof and parapets gives a low 
maintenance, seamless finish with high 
durability. 

ProRend Colourtex render gives an ideal 
finish on render carrier boards, and can 
be tinted to more than 65,000 colours. 

The ProRend Colour render used for the 
majority of the development, including 
the Brewers Fayre is ideal for blockwork 
and is easy to apply in one coat, either 
machine sprayed or by hand.  
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ProRend Colour and Colourtex meet 
on the upper elevations of the hotel
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Brewers Fayre, Cleethorpes

ProRend renders are highly water resistant and will give a 
long-lasting finish in this highly exposed location on the 
north coast.  

Not only have we found it to be hard-wearing and 
effective at water resistance when applied correctly, 
with the addition of mica in the render, the surface has 
a twinkle or shimmer to it in varying lights giving a new 
depth to the finish of ProRend Colour. 

ABOUT SAS EUROPE 
You can order the ProRend range of render products 
direct from the UK manufacturer. SAS Europe offer a 
range of services and can provide guidance on estimating 
quantities, thermal qualities and decorative finish. 

Our technical team offers unrivalled support throughout 
the construction process, from design to application. We 
can recommend contractors who are trained to our high 
standards and provide guarantees for a complete solution. 
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